
IN THE INTERMEDIATE COURT (FINANCIAL CRIMES DTVISION)

cN 113/2020

In the matter of:

POLICE

OUMESHLALL RAMSARRAN

IUDGMENT

The charge and the applicable law

'1" The accused Oumeshlall Ramsarran stands charged under six counts in the information
for the offence of money laundering under Section 3 (1) (b) of the Financial Intelligence
and Anti Money Laundering Act2ffi2(FIAMLA). Section 3 (t) (b) of the FIAMLA reads

as follows:

PART II. MONEY LAI,INDERTNG OFEENCES

3, Money Laundering

(1) Any personwho -

(a) engages in a transaction that inoolaes property which is, or in whole or in part directly or indireclrl
represents, the proceeds of any cime;_or

(ulacengLis in possession of, conceals, disguises, trans,fers. conuerts, disposes of, remooes f-rom or bings
into Mauitius
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o.f any cime, where he suspects or has reasonable grannds for suspecting that the WoperA is deiaed or

realized. in whole or in part, directly or indirectly from any ctime. shall commit an offence.

(2) A reporting person who fails to take such measures as arc reasonnbly necessary to ensure that neither

he, nor any smsice offned by him, is capable of being used by a person to commit or to facilitate thc

commission of a money laundeing ffince or the fnancing of tnrorism shall commit an ffince.

(3) ln this Act, refnence to concealing or disguising yopefty which is, or in whole or in part, directly or

indirectly, reyesents, the proceeik of any crime, shall include concealing or disguising its true nature,

sonrce,location, disposition, mwement or ownership of ot rightswith respect to it'

Z. Count 1 and 2 aver that in or about the month of May and July 2016 respectively atJumbo

phoenix the accused received Rs 400,000 and Rs 300,000. Count 3 avers that on or about

the mid month of August in 2016 at New Trunk Road (NTR) Nouvelle France the accused

received Rs 400,000. Count 4 avers that on or about the end of the monttr of August 201'6

at Jumbo Phoenix the accused received Rs 400,000. Count 5 avers that on or about the

month of September 201.6 at the Parking of Orchard Tower Quatre Bornes, the accused

received Rs 400,000. And count 6 avers that on or about the month of November in 2016

at Bonne Terre Vacoas opposite Toyota Mauritius the accused transferred Rs 400,000.

According to the information put up by the prosecution, the sums of money (in counts 1

to 6) were proceeds of crime and that the accused had reasonable grounds to suspect that

the said money (property) was derived in whole or in parf directly or indirectly from a

crime. Another corrmon factor in all six counts is that the accused received (counts 1 to 5)

and transferred (count 6) the sums of money by the intermediary of one Fabio Tony Riacca

alias 'Ti Gro Chinois' (witness 14 on the prosecution's list of witnesses)'
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3. The accused pleaded not guilty to the six counts and retained the services of counsel.

4. Before delving into the evidence adduced in the present case, this court finds it
appropriate to observe that the facts in issue that the prosecution must prove beyond

reasonable doubt rested heavily on the shoulder of one main wibress. That wibress is

witness No 1.4. His name is Fabio Tony Riacca. He is on the list of the prosecution

wibresses. His alias is "Ti Gros Chinois." In the present judgment, this court for reasons

of clarity will refer to the latter simply as Riacca.

5. There are no exhibits in this case. The money is only averred in the information.

6' Furthermore this court also finds it appropriate to lay emphasis on the applicable law
that governs the present proceedings. fo that, these overriding principles that are

applicable in money laundering offences can be applied easily to the facts in issue. In the

present matter the accused stands charged under Section 3 (1) (b) of the Financial

Intelligence and Anti Money Laundering Ad 2002.lnY. Audit v The State [2010 SCI
2821The Supreme Court reaffirmed the principles outlined in Antoine v The State [2009

SCT 3281 and Manraj and Others v ICAC [2003 SCI 751 and stated that under Section 3 a

court of law should consider the following legal ingredients:

The elements of tlte ffince under section 3 of FIAMLA are:

(a) possession of property;

(b) in whole or in part directly or indirectly represents the yoceed of any crime;

(c) has reasonable grounds for suspecting;

(d) the property is deiaed or realised;

(e) in whole or in part, directly or indirectly from any cime

[n Audit because the appellant was prosecuted for being in possession of property hence

the actus reus was possession of property as underlined at (a) by the Supreme Court. In
the present case, this court is concerned with the act of receiving and transfer, thus in
order to successfully obtain a conviction the prosecution must prove under counts 1 to
that Oumeshlall Ramsarran has:

7.
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(a) received transferred ProPerty

(b) in whole or in part directly or indirectly represents the proceed of any crime;

(c) has reasonable grounds for suspecting;

(d) the property is derived or realised;

(e) i" whole or in part, dit"ctly or indirectly from any crime

The evidence on record

8. On the 15t September 202'1. the trial started. The prosecution called witness 13 PC

Rangasamy. Witness L3 explained that in connection with a case of importation of

dangerous drugs, on the 9tr June 2077 as from 1.1:00 hours up to 13:00 hours a

reconstruction exercise took place under the instructions of DI Mohesh (witness 1) in

presence of Fabio Tony Riacca and Bar at Law Mr Jean Claude Bibi. Witness 13 took seven

photographs. Witness 13 stated that the photos show Mr Fabio Tony Riacca indicating

spots at Jumbo Phoenix; New Trunk Road Nouvelle France; the parking slot of Orchard

Tower Quatre Bornes; Bonne Terre, Vacoas opposite ex-Toyota Car Showroom; two spots

behind a superrruuket at Pointe Aux Sables; one spot along Vandermeersch, Rose-Hill

The photos according to witness 13 have been made in connection with the case against

the accused Mr Ramsarran. Witness 13 was shown the booklet contajning the seven

photographs and he solemnly affirmed as to its correctness, identified and produced that

booklet and the photographs. The booklet and photographs were filed and marked as

DOC A, A1., A2, Ag, A4, A5, 46 and A7 respectively. As there was no cross-examination

for wibress 13. Witness 6 DI Valaydon was called by the prosecution.

g. In examination in chief wihress 6 DI valayadon read and produced the three out of court

statements of the accused. The first statement is dated 20e july 2017 at L1:30 hrs. The

second statement is dated 21" July 2017 at10:30 hrs. The third statement is dated 25h July

2017 at 11:00 hrs. These statements were marked as DOC B, 81 and 82. In addition to

reading out the statements witness 6 explained that the accused was arrested as a result

of allegations made by Riacca and one Seechua. In fact, the gist of wibress 6 testimony il

that the accused is part of a criminal network involved in drugs business' In cross'
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examination, witness 6 however conceded that wibress L lnspector Mohesh is the main

enquiring officer and that he (wihress 6) had only participated as regards the recording o(

the accused's out of court statements. Witness 6 conceded he neither enquired into the

existence of independent witnesses nor into whether there were CCTV footages available

at the different places where the alleged transactions took place between Riacca and the

accused. Page 62 of the transcript of the record of proceedings of the court sitting dated

l5u,September 2021sums up the testimony of witress 6:

MRS MOHAMED:

Ok; so you did not enquire into that aspect to try and fnd out what he was saying whether it was

true or not because Mr Mohcsh didit?

DIVALAMON

Yes, Your Honour.

10' In re-examination, prosecution sought to elicit from wibress 6 details about a newspaper

article and scratching in a statement As witress 6 could not give clear explanations, the

prosecution stated that wibress 1 would be in a better position to enlighten the court about

those issues.

11. On the 9m December 202'l', CI Rambaruth wibress 7 was called by the prosecutio.n. in
examination in chief wibress 7 gave evidence to the effect that on the 6n JuIy 2017 he

proceeded to the Independent Commission against Comrption (ICAC) where he arrested

the accused. He informed the accused about the reasons for the arrest and told the accused

that Riacca had renritted a total sum of Rs 2.3 million on different occasions. Witness 7

said that the accused told him: "mo pas conne sa Riacca Ia. Tout seki mo pou faire mo pou faire
en presence mo AoocaL" The accused was arrested and brought to the ADSU headquarters.

In cross-examinatiory at page 8 of the transcript of court sitting d"Fd9tr, December 2012,

witness 7 agteedthat he is not the enquiring officer in these ft&:
//)
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A. I was the superuising officer. I was not the enquiing offcer, Your Honour.

12. Namely witness 7 wasnot able to give clear indications regarding the background reasons

which lead to the arrest of the accused and whether the arrest was based on "hearsayJ' In

re-examination witness 7 confinned that Riacca came to the ADSU on his own volition.

13. On the 13e January 2022, tte prosecution called three witnesses. Witness 11 [5 Yan Sun

Fong witness 1 lnspector Mohess and witness 15 Shezad Ali Elaheeboccus.

L4. In a nutshell the testimony of witness l.L is to the effect that on the 14ft July 2077 a

confrontation exercise took place at the ADSU headquarters. Wibress 1 explained at the

outset, the applicable procedure that was put into place prior to exercise being carried out.

Witness 11 said that Riacca was accompanied by hit bar at law Mr Jean Claude Bibi

Wibress 11 added that prior to the exercise taking place, he told Riacca that he has gfuen in

connection with tlu case, lu has giaen a yeuious statement where he has mentioned one Alex and

for the purpose of the enquiry police intent to carry out an identifcation exercise where I informed

him that in his prnious statement he has stated that on 6 occasions at different location ftom Mcy

2016 to Noaember 20L6 he remitted to one Alex total sum of Rs 2.3 million rupees suspected to be

proceeds of dangerous drugs. And I also informed him that a male person has been anested.'fsicl

[page 4 of the transcript of record of proceedings of court sitting dated 13trr January 2022],

Witness 11 confirmed that the accused was accompanied by hit bar at law Mr Shakeel

Mohamed who came and sat down in the interview room. Witness 11 added that " Riacct

identifed the accused by pointing his right four fnger towards him and stated li mun sa." lpage

5 ibidl. Thereupon the accused sard Guetbienki to p dite'

15. In cross-ex.rmination witness 1L was confronted with the fact that he had no knowledge

about the newspaper article upon which Riacca based himself to identify the accused priol

to the exercise being carried out. Witness l.L admitted that indeed he is unaware of Riacca

is lying and if that newspaper really exists. There was no re-exiunination and witness 1

Irupector Mohesh was called to testify.
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(a) The reconstruction exercise

L6' In examination in chief on the l.3tt January 2022,wifrtess L firsfly identified the album and

the photos. Thereafter wibress L1 produced a statement. The statement explains the seven

photographs which were taken under his instructions. The statement is dated )uJune2017

was marked as DOC C. Witness 1. confirmed that the reconstruction exercise was carried
out with the voluntary participation of Riacca and that the photographs were taken by pC

Rungasamy.

(b) The enquiry and Riacca's participation explained by witness 1.

17. According to Inspector Mohess (witress 1.) on the 26uMay 2017 aman called Fabio Tony
Riacca voluntarily comes to the Anti Drug and Smuggling Unit (ADSU) office
accompanied by his counsel. Riacca was repenting. Riacca told the ADSU that he wanted
to give a statement in relation to certain facts. Riacca referred to the arrest of one Navin
Kistnah which he heard on the news reg€uding the importation of around 1g0 kg of heroin.
Witress 1 explains that Riacca told the ADSU that prior to the arrest of Navin Kistrah, he
(Riacca) had transferred money to several persons including the accused upon the
instruction of one Ramesh. This had occurred on six occasions. Wihress 1 adds that Riacca

thereafter showed the ADSU the six different places where the money had been
hansferred.

(c) Riacca's description of the accused to the ADSU and Riacca prosecuted.

L8' Wihress LL at page 15 of the transcript of the record of proceedings of court sitting dated
13 January 2022 urrderscores that Riacca gave a personal description of the accused in
these terms: Ene zombientbatit, crane rase.Subsequently, wibress 11 produced a copy of an
information whereby Riacca had been prosecuted for money laundering. The information
was marked as DoC D. Witress 11 added that Riacca has been sentenced to tfuee years
imprisonmentfor these offences. Wibress LL ended his examination inchief by confirming
he does not remember if the ADSU enquired into whether the accused was 

l jog breeder.
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Cross-examination of witness 1.

19. In cross-exanination witness 1. was confronted with the following aspects of the enquiry.

The salient features of the cross-examiftrtion are as follows.

(a) Who is Ramesh?

Witness 1 conceded that he could not confirm the existence of an individual called Ramesh

who has remained untraceable. Hence, witness 1. said that he was unaware if the said

Ramesh was speaking the truttr" ln fact, witness 1. added that although the ADSU applied

for a judge's order, the ADSU could not recognize any of those numbers as being that of

Ramesh.

(b) The bag of money, the newspaper article and independent evidence.

Witness L also conceded that he is unaware if Riacca opened the bag and counted the

money. Wibress L atso confirmed that the ADSU does not know which newsPaPer Riacca

has referred to in order to identify the accused as one Alex. Witness 1 confirmed that the

ADSU was not able to find independent evidence like wibresses or CCTV to incriminate

the accused.

ln re-examination, witness 1 confirmed that Riacca has destroyed the phone with which

Ramesh was contacted.

21. On the L3*'January 2022, theprosecution also called wibress 15 Shezad Ali Elaheeboccus

who only confirmed that the accused had bought a car at his car showroom and that at

one point in time Riacca was working for him'

rV
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The testimony of Riacca and the prosecution closes its case

22. On *" 21st June 2022, before Riacca was called to testify, the prosecution called Mr Sanjeev

Jagarsing who is an animal control officer only to testify if the accused had a dog breeder,s

certificate. After he was cross-examined the prosecution called witness L4 Mr Fabio Tony
Riacca. The latter's examination in chief, this court must point out was very tedious for
the prosecution. In fact, witress 14 who is one of the key witnesses for prosecution is

supposed to be involved in a drugs network whereby he conveys money which is
proceeds of crime. The prosecution's case is also that in his declaration to the ADSU Riacca

confirms that he has identified from a newspaper a person to whom he has delivered
money previously. He identifies that person whom he knows as AIex. Riacca also tells the
ADSU that he has delivered tainted money received from another person called Ramesh

to that person named Alex. And it is on the basis of Riacca's denunciations and
description, the ADSU learns that Mr Ramsurrun is the person named AIex. In court
however, the prosecution's case rested essentially upon refreshing the memory of Riacca.
The testimony of Riacca which runs through almost forty-seven pages is essentially about
" mo pas rapelle" and " othi" ot " non." In other words, Riacca, does not say much unless his
memory is prompted each and every time by the prosecution. Riacca confirms the
prosecution's questions but with a sense of disinterestedness.

Submissions

23' on the 28t' september 2022 and, the 10n october 2022 the defence and prosecution
submitted lengthily about the issues involved in the present matter. This court has
carefuIly considered the evidence on record and the submissions.

Conclusion

24' As stated at paragraphZ of this judgment the prosecution must prove all the facts in issue
and the elements of the offence. In the present matter, upon reviewing the evidence on
recotd, this court notes that apart from the evidence of Riacca, there is no ether direct
evidence which incriminates the accused. In Butterworths
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Law/Division 1 Money Laundering Offence{Chapter 2 Proceeds of Crime Act 2002: the

Offences Digested/Criminal Propertyl the following principles have been underlined

regarding how to approach the concept of criminal property or proceeds of crime. This

court will quote the exbact in order to shed light of what amounts to proceeds of crime:

CRIMINAL PROPERry

T56T

The principal monE laundeing offences require proof that a defendant has in the specifed manner

deatt with'ciminal fl'operty' . By s 340(3), property is 'ciminal' if it constitutes or rcpresents a

person's beneft from criminal conduct and the defendant'knnns or suspects' that it constifutes or

represents such beneft. The mens rea required therefore is knouledge or suspicion - not

dishonestyr . The yoperty is within scope if it reryesents such a benefit uthetlwr in whole or in part,

whether ilirectly or indirectly, W s 3a0@@)'

Therefore, Ciminal property is property that was already ciminal properA by reason of criminal

conduct distinct from the conduct alleged to constitute the money laundeing ffince. If the

meaning of 'ciminal property' werc not limited to property that was criminal Woperty before the

money lnundeing anangement came into operation, there would potentially be serious

consequences for banlcs and fnancial institutions, which already had onerans rEotting

obligations2.

1 See Montila [20041UKHL50. f200411VWR.3141.

z Ru GH f20151UKSC24 - Supreme Court.

Lszl

The effect of these ywisions is that the defnition of ciminal property has four components:

(a) criminal conduct;

l Mitors Drystone Chamher; Andrew Campbell-Tiech, QC and Gavin I
Barrister.
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beneft;

propetty that in whole or in part directly or indirectly constitutes or represents beneft;

knouledge or suspicion on the part of the defendant.

Howeaer, the prosecution is not obliged to proae that tlu property ' *nanatedfrom a particulat

cime or a specifc type of ciminal conduct'1. Still less must it ywe a ,coincidence 
behaeen

the defendant's aieut of oigin and the oigin itsetf z. Werc this othenaise, a defendant who

belieaed he was Inundeing the proceeds of drug traficking u:ould. fall to be acquitted if the

true position was that he was laundeing the proceeds of eg people smuggling,

Craig [20071 EWCA Cim 2913.

Per scott Baker in Montila t20031 EWCA Cim 3082 - the cA judgment,

25' It is further added in the strme Chapter of Butterworths Money Laundering
Law/Division 1 Money Laundering Offencey'Ch aptet 2Proceeds of Crime Act 2fi)2: the
Offences Digested/Crirninal property that:

TM' CLASS OE CRIME?,{IVN/OIR AND TM DECISION IAI NW
I58l

Albeit that the prosecution does not haae to proae a particular crime, it was once thought that the

ptosecution must at least proae the 'class of cime in question'r. A ilffirently constituteil Court of
App e al de te rmine d otherwis e :

handled which are such as t0 gtae ise to the irresistible inference that it can onlu be deiued

from crime2."

The ffict is that the prosecution must prooe that the property in question deiaes f-rom
ciminal conduct either by eaidence showing thnt it deiaed from a specifc kind (or kinds) of
cime (eg money laundeing or drug dearing), or by nidence from u:hich a jury would be

(b)

G)

(d)

1
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entitled to infer that the property can only be deiaedfrom crime (the'inesistible infetence'),

An example of the Intter would be bars of gold bullion hidden in the floor of a plane as it

departs from Panama. Note also that there is no requiretnent that a specifc crime be named

and prwed by the prosecutions.

In R o Ogden (Neil)4, the court held that, if A, being in possession of a controlled drug, agrees

with B to supply it to B (who is aware that the substance in question is a controlled drug), A

and B will both be guitty of conspiracy to conuert ciminal Woperty. The rationale is that

,illegal drugs aluays represent ciminal propefty', The court stated that, whilst this would

entail asery person who buys 'illicit' drugs nen for their own personal use also being guilty

of an offence under s 327, the prospect of the authorities charging ffinces under the 2002 Act

in such circumstance is unreal, as the ' good sense' of prosecuting authoities would preoail.

1. NW f20081 EWCA Cim 2' Para37.

z Anwoir t200lt 4 AttER 582. See also Ahmada HM Adaocate t20091 SCCR 821for an

analysis of the legislative history.

s R t, Kuchhadia (Kshor Atshi) t201'51EWCA Cim 1'252'

f201,61 EWCA Crim 6, [20L6] 1, Cr App R 447'

26. This court has applied the principles outlined above and those underscored in Y. Audit v

The State [2016 SCI 282. This court notes that from all angles the prosecution has not been

able to prove at the very outset that the accused was even present on the location where

the alleged transactions occurred. Furthermore, most importantly, none of the

prosecution wihresses have even been able to say convincingly that there was money in

the bag and that this property in question were indeed proceeds of crifre' In fact, Riacca
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is not a credible wibress and on the basis of his testimony which does not exclude the

possibility that he may have an axe to grind, this court finds that it would be unsafe to

convict the accused. Furthermore, there are substantial qualms as regards the enquiry
itself. In fact, the accused himself was never taken on the spots where the alleged offence

occurred. He never attended any reconstruction exercise. A police enquiry is not a "fait
accompli" the person must be confronted properly with the case against him. For these

reasons, the accused is given the benefit of doubt and the charges against him in the

present information are accordingly dismissed.

Intennediate Court Magistrate

c)'u'z i
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